Abstract. Let A be an n x m matrix (m > n) with entries in a noetherian ring R, let J be the ideal of R generated by the n x n minors that are formed with n -1 fixed columns of A. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given in order that a suitably defined complex be a free resolution of the Ä-module R/J. The complex is closely related to the complexes of Buchsbaum-Rim [2, §2] and it is perhaps worthwhile mentioning that a special case of the present result was obtained by Buchsbaum-Eisenbud in a different context [1, Theorem 8.1].
We will give the result in a basis-free manner. The following bit of notation will be required. Let F-* G be a map of free R-modules with rank F = m > rank G = n. By I,(f) is meant the ideal of R generated by the t X t minors of a matrix representing/. If f = rank/, we simply write 1(f) instead of /,(/). U A'_ ant^ ■$(_) denote, respectively, the ith exterior power and the ith symmetric power of a module, then the complex of Buchsbaum-Rim is 0^ AmF ® Sm_n_x(G*)dmXl ■ ■ ■ ^A"+,F®S0(G*)Af^G (1) where e is a suitable composite:
An+XF ® S0(G*)-> An+XF ® A"G* -* A"+1F ® A"F* -» F (cf. [2, §2] and d¡, i > 3, is defined as in the complex of Eagon-Northcott [ibid.] or [3] ). We will make no use of the explicit description of these maps and, accordingly, give no details. We will however rely heavily on the main result about the above complex, namely, that it is a free resolution (ii) The complex
is a free resolution of im(/)/im(/').
Proof. This follows from the following commutative diagram with exact columns.
where/is naturally induced by/via the identification F" =¿ F/F'.
Theorem. Let F-» G be a map of free modules, with rank F = m > rank G = n. Let there be given a decomposition F = F' © F" into free modules, with rank F' = n -1. Set /': F' -» G /or f/ie restriction map. Then the following conditions are equivalent. Remark. Fixing bases we get the result exactly as stated in the "abstract", as (A"f)(F") will be thus identified with the ideal of n X n minors involving the columns corresponding to the submodule F'.
Proof. (i)=>(ii). Since depth I"(f) > m -n + \, the complex (1) is exact. On the other hand, /' is injective as depth /"_,(/') > 1. Therefore, by the lemma, we get the assertion that the above complex is exact. To prove the second assertion we will use the remaining assumption that depth /"_,(/') > 2. Namely, we have the exact sequence (Hilbert-Burch) 0^ F'-> G-^R where <p = A"-'(/')* (i.e., <p(G) = /"_,(/')). But, then im(/)/im(/') ^ G/im(/') \l \l J ** '"-,(/') for some ideal J. We claim that / = (Ay)(F"). To see this, we fix a free basis {ek) of G and generators {v,} of im(/). Writing v, = 2X-i<**/£*> I = i, . ■ ., m, and applying to v, the composite im(/) =-* G-» R, we get the element 2£_ !<**/.£>*, where Dk (k = 1, . . ., ri) are the (n -1) X (n -1) minors off (up to sign) in the basis {ek}. By the Laplace expansion, ^k-\akt^k l% tne n X n minor of/formed with the n -1 columns corresponding to im(/') and the /th column of (akl). Thus, we obtain the inclusion / c (A"f)(F"). The reverse inclusion is obtained in a similar way.
(ii) => (i). The hypothesis is to the effect that 0^A",F®Sm_"_1(G*)<,'"4+1
is exact, where / = (A"f)(F"). Then depth/ > 1; hence depth /"_,(/') > 1 too as / C /"_i(/'). Therefore,/' is injective and, by the lemma, the complex of Buchsbaum-Rim is exact. In other words, depth I"(f) > m -n + 1. Next, to see that depth /"_,(/') > 2 we show that actually depth J > 2. Namely, in the "generic" case (i.e., the case of a matrix of distinct indeterminates Tkl over R), the condition in (i) are clearly satisfied; hence, by the first part of the theorem, the corresponding generic complex is a resolution of the "generic" ideal /. But, clearly, depth J > 2. 
